

Arabian horse breeding in Kuwait
- impressions of two European first time visitors.
This is an article about being impressed. Being
impressed by a country, its people, heritage, horses and
horse breeders.
Living in Germany and having been interested in Arabian
horse breeding for many years the average knowledge
about Kuwait is like this: You may have looked up the
country´s location on the map, you know many well
known horses that were sold to Kuwait, you may have
had the opportunity to meet the frequently traveling
Kuwaiti breeders at any important stud or show on this
planet and thought that you would really like to get to
know them better or you may have read one of the few
articles like this that have been published before.
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And of course you´ve read the blue book about Kuwait´s
horse breeding by Mr. Mohammed Al Marzouk and Dr.
Hans Nagel, the best source for information about studs
and owners. So you have a pretty good idea of a country
worth going to, very nice hospitable people to meet and
gorgeous horses, but still you don´t really know what to
expect. What does the country really look like, what is
live there like (easy going it seems), how to behave (just
relax; being friendly, polite and calm will do), how to
dress (if you make sure your skin is not exposed to the
intensive sun, you won´t offend anyone by dressing too
provocatively, too), what is the Kuwait Horse Center like,
what is the current situation and how are the prospects in
breeding? What ideas are moving the Kuwaiti breeders?

Visiting the most important studs in Kuwait you should be
conscious of the fact, that farms and breeders in Kuwait
are relatively young. Mostly established in the mid 90ies
they started on a very high level with an excellent
breeding stock from all over the world. It is admirable that
the Kuwaitis didn´t start by simply collecting champion
show horses and trying to cross them for champion
offspring, but took the chance to study the development
in other countries, that went this way before. It seems
they have carefully analyzed where successful breeding
comes from by traveling the world horse wise and
contacting all breeders of importance to learn from their
experience before starting their own breeding program.
And it was also possible to benefit from the experience
for example in Qatar, which shows how difficult it is to run
a stud farm and keep imported horses under desert
climate. Finding qualified vets and farriers, importing
medicine and food supplements etc. and most of all
laminitis is still quite a problem. So the importance of
good facilities, vets and food were clearly realized. The
main farms are not only most impressive by architecture,
but also reflect the horses´needs. As far as the breeding
is concerned the farms concentrate on straight Egyptian
bloodlines. The prevailing influence comes from Ansata
Arabians, USA and Dr. Nagel´s stud in Germany. It is
remarkable that the farms already have breeding
programmes that are based on certain families and
strains and breeding horses that form a homogenous
basis that is apt to breed the certain type of Arabian, the
breeder decided upon. This is usually something which is
only achieved after a good deal of starting years and
trying out various lines or individuals.
There are some 200 owners with about 600 Arabian
Horses in Kuwait, of which about 6 private studs
(described below) plus the state stud "Kuwait Arabian
Horse Center" play the leading role at the moment.
When visiting private breeders in Kuwait the visitor has to
be prepared for most heart warming and most natural
hospitality. Wherever we were welcomed it was a
pleasure to talk to our hosts frankly and intensively,
sharing opinions, asking questions or simply admiring the
horses that were – mostly in the evening under floodlight
– presented and then let loose in presentation paddocks
with numerous grooms (We are not used to so many
grooms back home. It is common that owners do the
running part themselves, which leaves much less
pleasant time for talking) standing them up or making
them move. Our hosts made us feel very welcome – a
feeling to be enjoyed very much – and pampered us with
nice oriental sweets and drinks.
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Most of the important studs are located in the district of
Wafra. Wafra is about an hour´s drive outside of Kuwait
City. What you´ll experience on your way to Wafra is
Kuwait City´s crowded traffic (so many big jeeps) and the
endless desert highways towards the Saudi Arabian
border that you almost reach. When you arrive there you
have already travelled almost half of Kuwait. There are
groups of camels and other stock moving freely but the –
for the occidental eye – romantic views are spoiled by
lots of overland electricity and the unavoidable (but
sometimes most welcome) Mc Donald´s restaurant. In
Wafra you don´t see much from the dusty streets but
behind hedges and trees there are most amazing farms.
Especially the estates of Mr. Mohammed Al Marzouk and
Mr. Usamah Al Kazemi can hardly be described
appropriately. Mr. Al Marzouks stud may be best
described as sheer modern oriental elegance, the
dominating colours being the warm yellow of the
buildings, the green of the wide pastures and the variety
of lovely palm trees, much grass (hard to imagine how
much water this must require!), exotic plants and flowers
and the flawless white of fences. There are several main
yards with 8 to 14 boxes. In the middle of each palm
trees are planted, which is an exceptionally beautiful
idea. As Mr. Al Marzouk puts it in his own words Ajmal
stud is meant to be "an environment where the natural
splendor of the Arabian horse can thrive in peace and
pass on its inherent flawlessness to its descendants".
And this is what Ajmal really is.
Mr. Al Kazemi´s stud excels with extraordinary and
colourful architecture, ponds, bridges, very spacious
horse friendly barns, where the beautiful horses are
presented to the owner´s and visitor´s eye in a most
aesthetic way, each pattern on the wall, shape of stable
etc. carefully chosen.
Describing the breeding concepts and Arabian horses of
the Kuwaiti studs would demand another book (in
accordance to the speed of development one every 4 or
5 years, I suggest), so here I give only a short, very
incomplete and subjective impression:

AJMAL STUD



At Mr. Mohammed Al Marzouk´s Ajmal stud the head
stallion is of course Ansata Hejazi, whom he imported in
1999. This only 13 year old stallion has already made an
incredible career. He has left his mark in the USA, was
much used in Qatar, made his imprint on the Arabian
stock in Germany via his son Ansata Selman (x G
Shafaria) and his offspring there. Kuwait is the best place
to study what influence Hejazi is having on the Arabian
breed. There are many of his early born daughters to be
seen and compared and their foals to be watched.
And there are so many foals by him to be evaluated and
a lot more expected so that any interested visitor can get
a good impression on what this sire passes on. Surely a
well set, arched, long neck belongs to Hejazi´s
trademarks as well as powerful movement and often his
kind of eyes and expression. He himself has an
unbelievable presence, every inch being a proud stallion
and impressing the spectator with prancing, striking out
and showing off, but not giving the impression of being
aggressive or uncontrollable.

Ansata Hejazi
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With Ansata Nefertiti you can also see his 18 year old full
sister, a quiet graceful mare with large dark eyes. Her
best known offspring is famous Ansata Nefer Isis at Al
Rayyan Farm in Qatar.
In the stallion yard there is also Shahin (Salaa El Dine –
Ameera by Madkour I out of Hanan, 1990), who is truly a
look alike of his grandfather Madkour I: Very masculine,
dry, even the same pigmentation marks. Mr. Al Marzouk
did also own the stallion Adnan, born 1989, which had
almost the same pedigree as Shahin, only replacing
Madkour I through Ghazal. This seems to make a big
difference as Adnan was influenced by Ghazal just as
much as Shahin by Madkour I. The difference in exterior
corresponds with the difference in the offspring of these
sires. It is a pity that Adnan died much too young in 2004.
The collection of mares at Ajmal stud is an excellent one.
To name just a few there is Ansata Malaka (Ansata Halim
Shah – Ansata Malika), a prototype of an Arabian mare,
then also from Ansata are Samari and Shalimar.
European breeders are represented by Classic Farida
(Alidaar – Farabillah) and El Thay Bint Kamla ( El Thay
Mansour – Kamla II), both very correct, strong bodied
mares.
Then there is NK Aisha (Salaa El Dine – Amarilla ), again
strengthening the Salaa El Dine – influence. She has
given Mr. Al Marzouk the fillies Ajmal Hejazeiah and
Ajmal Obbeyah by Ansata Hejazi – both names to be
well remembered. The only thing that made me sad was
that two mares I had loved to see again are no longer at
Ajmal stud nor left any progeny there: Bint Mofeedah (El
Thay Ibn Halim Shah – Mofeedah by Hadban Enzahi),
who´s rare bloodlines are thus lost, and the fascinating
chestnut NK Nashwa (Salaa El Dine – Lotfeia), the
extremely typey full sister to NK Nashua. Even in Kuwait
you can´t have it all.

Ansata Malaka

Mr. Al Marzouk surely has a leading role in Kuwaiti horse
breeding not just because of his horses but because of
his engagement in the development of the Kuwait Horse
Center (see below) and his contribution to connecting
breeders in Kuwait, such as inviting fellow breeders for
meetings during the weekend where all matters breeders
are concerned with are discussed in the relaxed
atmosphere of his exquisite and cosy home at Ajmal
stud. His aim is to make a contribution to the
reestablishment of the Arabian bloodline in the land of its
forefathers, to perpetuate beauty and excellence - with
the support of his like-minded friends and fellow
breeders.
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Classic Farida

Ezzain Arabians



At Mr. Usamah Al Kazemi´s stud "Ezzain Arabians" an
extremely fine collection of Arabians from Dr. Nagel´s
Katharinenhof- and Mrs. Forbis Ansata lines are to be
found. Mr. Al Kazemi is continuing these lines with great
enthusiasm and skill. He has bred very typey offspring so
far. I am unable to name the most promising ones as
after an evening´s presentation of some 40 to 50 horses,
one gem after the other, it was an overall feeling of being
overwhelmed by the beauty that Arabian horses
personify and the special charm of these lines that lies in
exquisite Arabian type, exceptionally cute faces, neat
tipped in ears, big expressive eyes, an eye catching lookat-me attitude and a lively way to present themselves.
In fact almost none of the horses in Kuwait appeared to
be bored by being shown to visitors although they surely
go through this procedure quite often.
One wonderful moment at Ezzain Arabians was entering
the mare´s barn. As described above the barn´s interior
is something to look at isolatedly, but what really makes
the Arabian horse lover´s heart jump is the moment the
mares and foals turn their heads towards the entering
people: All those bright curious eyes and neat little ears
pointed at the visitor in attention!
At the time of our visit most heart capturing of all was the
little filly Bint Al Amirah. I had hoped to see her mother Al
Amirah (Hafid Jamil – Nariman, 2001) as a grown up
mare, because she charmed me so much as a yearling
at Dr. Nagel´s farm and I found it a pity she left Germany.
But Amirah´s fate was not a good one. She died giving
birth to this lovely filly by Ansata Al Murtajiz. Bint Al
Amirah seems to be something special : She is marked
with a perfect heart on her forehead and grows up now
with a very funny looking red and white sheep as a
companion. The sight of these two walking the paddock
together is simply irresistible.
Now to give at least some impression of the individual
horses on this farm: There are at least nine mares from
Katharinenhof stud, amongst which NK Nada (Adnan –
Nashua, 1999) is clearly a queen. She has so far
produced Nooreddine Ezzain, a grey 2002-stallion by Al
Murtajiz and Nawarah Ezzain, a 2004 grey filly by Surror
Ezzain. Mr. Al Kazemi is also the proud owner of NK
Yasmin (Adnan - Helala) and NK Momtaza, who is with
just 7 years the oldest of the NK-bunch and a typical Ibn
Nejdy-daughter (out of Sanaya). Mr. Hassanein Al
Nakeeb in GB is the breeder of three 2004 Hafid Jamil–
daughters, Jenan, Layla and Dhuha, which are going to
join the broodmare band in the future. So the whole
group of broodmares is in average very young.
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Alamirah Ezzain
The head sires at Ezzain Arabians are Ansata Al Murtajiz
(Hejazi – Samsara by Prince Fa Moniet and Samatha,
1997), a dark grey stallion with good masculine type and
powerful movement, who´s full sister Ansata Suleyma
(1998) graces the mares barn, and Surror Ezzain, his
2001-son out of Zahra, a German bred mare going back
to Idrees and Ibn Nazeema. Both stallions fit very well
with the Ezzain mares as foals of both stallions show.
Their young rival is the undeniable Hafid Jamil-son NK
Ezzain out of Nabeelah by Nahaman – Nashua. He is of
unique appearance as he is a fairytale kind of stallion:
refined, lots of long white mane in contrast to a still dark
grey body, constantly snorting and blowing his big fine
nostrils, small muzzle and tiny sharp ears. Although he is
heavily inbred to Salaa El Dine, he is so far the stallion
that resembles his father Hafid Jamil most.
A yearling colt is NK Qaswara descending from the most
successful cross of Hafid Jamil and Nariman. Mr. Al
Kazemi must have a special way of "bewitching" Dr.
Nagel as he has been able to purchase not only
Qaswara but his full sisters Jurie (1999), Lolowah (2003)
and the deceased Al Amirah as well.


El Adiyat
Mr. Mahmoud Al Zubaid seems to have the same ability
of convincing Dr. Nagel to part with his best horses. A
part of the secret may be the enthusiastic and positive
attitude, as well as a great knowledge about the Arabian
breed worldwide that shows when you talk to this
charismatic breeder who started his breeding program in
1995. He owns or has shares in such treasures as
Ansata KEN Ranya, much admired fleabitten classic and
gentle Arabian beauty of the Bint Bukra line (Salaa El
Dine - Ansata Prima Rose), much promising NK Hallah
(Adnan – Asfoura by Ansata Halim Shah out of Ameera,
2001), the most beautiful Nadeema (Salaa El Dine –
Amarilla by Jamil, 1993) with her filly by NK Jamal El
Dine at her side and the very dry, dark bay mare Bint
Nashua (Nahaman – Nashua).
From Nadeema he has a stunning filly by Ansata Hejazi
which grows up at the Katharinenhof and she will be bred
next season to one of the leading sires there.
It is very interesting how Mr. Al Zubaid is going to
continue as well with the horses he brought to Kuwait as
with those staying in Germany considering the
responsibility that lies in figuring out the right matings for
such valuable mares.
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Al Safinat
Mr. Khaled Ben Shokr founded his stud in 1995 after
traveling a lot to different countries to get an overview
about the Arabian horse breed. He carefully selected a
group of foundation mares and made it somehow
possible to obtain them. With the exception of the bay
mare Dal Macharia (Dalul x Macharia, 1988), purchased
from Ansata, he seems to have a great liking for
fleabitten classical mares as the mare Allikat (Ruminaja
Ali – Katourah, 1989) from the US, Ansata Exotica (Jamil
– Ansata Ghazala, 1986) and RN Rayyana (Prince Fa
Moniet – Ansata Sherifa, 1994) from Qatar form a
beautiful group of this nice colour. But much more
important than good looks these mares are proven
producers and at Al Safinat the high quality produce from
different stallions can be evaluated as Mr. Ben Shokr
keeps several daughters of these mares. From Dal
Macharia daughters by Ansata Sokar and Hejazi, from
Allikat three by Ansata Imhotep, Ansata Hejazi and
Adnan and from Ansata Exotica a filly by Alidaar and a
colt by Ansata Hejazi. The largest family is the get of
Rayyana with three fillies by Ansata Hejazi and Adnan
and a promissing colt by Adnan. So comparing this get is
really something to learn from!
Rayyana and her offspring are typical representatives of
Ansata Sharifa´s family that does so well in Qatar
(Sharifa herself, her daughter G Shafaria, Ansata
Selman, his full sister Jalila and so on), moving
powerfully and being every inch Arabians. Further
influence from Al Rayyan comes with Agayeb Al Rayyan
(Ashhal Al Rayyan – RN Ajeeba, 2003) and Wahaj Al
Rayyan, a 4 year-old stallion by Alidaar out of Ansata
Majesta. He is an athletic grey of good size and
elegance, much on his father´s side.

Nafisa Al Safinat

There is almost no need to write that Al Safinat Stud is a
lovely farm as well. Again it was entering the mare´s barn
that I liked very much. Here the barn is build as a square
with boxes at all sides so that when you enter, pretty
horse heads are eying you from all directions. That is the
moment to realize what broad foreheads and big dark
eyes are all about!

Wahag Al Rayyan
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Al Rayah &
Al Sharq Stud



Al Rayah and Al Sharg Stud are owned by Mr. Alaa Al
Roumi and Mr. Talal Al Nisf in cooperation. Their stud is
just recently build and a very good example of how to
match modern and highly functional buildings with
decorative oriental elements. It comes out as something
for the eye as well as practical in all ways horse and man
require for enjoying themselves. The horses are stabled
in a wide open hall with much light and air, generous
space everywhere and the possibility to see and contact
each other – good circumstances to keep horses healthy
and happy. Our host had no problems in keeping us
happy too as they showed us around and discussed their
programme so far, future plans and opinions with us
open mindedly and with much fun on both sides.
Mr. Al Roumi and Mr. Al Nisf have acquired mares from
Ansata and Al Rayyan breeding: The Prince Fa Monietdaughters Ansata Majestic (– Ansata Majesty, 1996),
Sabika (- Ansata Sekhmet, 1993) and Nawara (- Ansata
Bint Halima, 1991) closely related to Ajmal bred Prince
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Fa Moniet-granddaughter Ajmal Wafra (-Ansata
Shalimar, 1999) plus Ajmal Farasha and Mouna Al
Rayyan, the first easily recognizable as a pretty Ashhaldaughter (- Classic Farida, 2002), the later an elegant
grey by Alidaar (- Bint Sabah by Ibn Nazeema), who has
given her owners the promising, long necked colt Wadah
Al Sharg by Hejazi in 2004.
In addition to this there are two mares of rare
combinations which are Amira Al Rayyan, a bay Al
Adeed-daughter out of German bred Bint Bint El Araby,
who was sold to Al Rayyan and may be responsible for
the good trot of Amira. She has a nice 2005 filly by Hejazi
at her side. The other one is Gazalah, also by Al Adeed,
but a grey, very much resembling her Katharinenhof-bred
mother Nejdiya (Nejdy – Ghazala).

Amira Al Rayyan
Ansata Sabika was already able to establish a small ( in
number) family of high quality with her daughters by NK
Hafid Jamil and by Ansata Hejazi. Both very elegant and
refined individuals and the Hejazi – daughter is once
more a proof of the fact, this dominant sire works very
well with Prince Fa Moniet daughters.
As the owners of this stud are being very critical about
their stock (although there is no need to), especially with
the colts, it will be interesting to see which horses will in
the future be able to suit the standards of this stud.

Mouna Al Rayyan
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Al Jazira Stud



Al Jazira Stud is at the moment the only one of these
farms that is still located near the city. But its owner Mr.
Talal Al Mehri is about to move his stud to Wafra to join
his breeding colleagues and friends and enlarge the
space for his fast growing collection of fine Arabians. So
expectations for another very pleasant stud are high.
This charming and spirited breeder has picked out young
Arabian horses from successful breeding programmes
with a very good eye for promising breeding prospects,
correctness and pedigrees. Mr. Al Mehri has the rare gift
of not being disappointed by a more or less rough phase
any even excellent Arabian colt or filly might have to go
through, but see the quality behind. Combined with the
patience to wait for the quality shining out – a talent
unfortunately not too common in the oriental Arabian
horse breeder ´s world - this enables Mr. Al Mehri to
purchase some stock that might not have left its breeders
place at other times.
With Sinan Al Rayyan ( Ansata Sinan – Al Wajba Al
Rayyan) Al Jazira has a stallion on which great hope for
the future lies. Hopes are that he will make a good cross
for the many Hejazi-daughters in Kuwait. He is a very
typey grey with a beautiful head, long well shaped neck
and a nice short back, overall dryness and lots of energy
and temperament, but at any time easy to control.
In the mare barn one can find some excellent
broodmares, like his foundation mare RN Marwa
( Ansata Halim Shah – Baheyat Albadeia) with her two
daughters by Ansata Hejazi and another daughter by
Adnan, who impresses every visitor with her powerful
movement. Ghowleh Al Rayyan (Safir – Bint Sabah – Ibn
Nazeema) is another representative from Al Rayyan
Farm, a classic representative of the Saglawieh strain
with a fine chiselled head.Also Ansata Selma ( Ansata
Hejazi – G Shafaria – Prince Fa Moniet) was purchased
from Al Rayyan and gave her lucky owner a charismatic
Adnan daughter. Now she is in foal to Sinan Al Rayyan
and the list of people who are interested in the baby is
already long even before it is born.
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From one of his many trips to Qatar he took home
Naama Al Naif (Ansata Nile Echo - SES Nafila), a filly
with a gorgeous head and the same exceptional
movement as her well known sire.
From the States Mr. Al Mehri chosed the powerful,
classic and well balanced Amaal daughter Alenah, with
her 18 years she still looks like a youngster, a Soufian
daughter Taira, who left a promising and very refined filly
by Hejazi at Al Jazira Stud, representing the Hadban
Enzahi strain.
The collection of mares further comprises the German
bred Jamala Al Zamet (Salaa El Dine – Abbas Pasha
I-12), an expressive grey of good size from the much
wanted Hungarian Tamria-line and El Thay Rayyana
(Ansata Selman – El Thay Bint Kamla), a very elegant
long legged filly with spectacular movement.
Talking about Arabians with Mr. Al Mehri gave us one
more highly enjoyable evening as this gentleman knows
all about Arabian pedigrees and has a wonderful sense
of humor.


Kuwait Horse Center
(KHC)
The KHC, established in 1979, is a division of the
Hunting & Equestrian Club which is run by the State of
Kuwait. So it is beside El Zahraa in Egypt the only state
owned stud that runs a breeding program for Staight
Egyptians.The KHC is located near the city of Kuwait on
a large facility with 10 big barns, where 35 Arabians of
the KHC for breeding purposes plus numerous other
horses are stabled. Recently a new management under
the supervision of an Arabian Horse Committee took over
responsibility for running this big place, restructuring and
extending the breeding concept and making it a
representable part of Kuwait´s heritage.
The breeding stock is mainly based on 4 groups of
mares which are the families of Latiefa (Hamasa
Khazzan – Hamasa Tarifa, 1993), Ansata Sherrara
(Ansata Hejazi – Ansata Shalimar, 1998), Ansata White
Nile (Prince Fa Moniet – Ansata Nile Gift, 1990) and
Ansata Meryta (Ansata Halim Shah – JKB Masoudah).

Latiefa
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The leading stallion at the KHC is currently Ansata Sirius
(Ansata Iemhotep – Ansata Sekhmet, 1996), imported in
2003. He is a classic snow white stallion with a wonderful
upright arched neck, small fine head and well balanced
body. The German bred mare Latiefa is a typey dry white
that clearly inherited traits from her female grandfather
Farag. The KHC has three young daughters of her.
Lamia El kuwait (2000) and Layali Elkuwait (2001) are by
Ansata Hejazi, a combination that worked very well, and
it will be interesting to see their foals by Ansata Sirius
and Ansata Osiron , both fullbrothers in blood, in 2005.
The third is Layla Elkuwait (2002) by Adnan and the 2006
foal is going to be by Ansata Sirius, insh`allah another
filly! From Ansata Sherrara, a 1998 Prince Fa Monietgranddaughter by Hejazi, there are already two
daughters , Sarah and Shams Elkuwait, the first a
2003 filly by Adnan, the second a 2004 filly by Sirius,
of whom Sherrara is in foal again.
Maybe the most beautiful mare born at the KHC so far is
Wafaa El Kuwait, a 1998 grey by Hejazi out of foundation
mare Ansata White Nile. Unfortunately White Nile didn´t
have a foal for the last 3 years due to illness – insh`allah
there is hope she´ll recover. Yet her family is well
presented as there is Wardah El Kuwait (2001 by Hejazi)
in foal to Osiron and her fullbrother Shahm Elkuwait
(2002), as well as Wafaa´s filly Bint Wafaa Elkuwait
(2004) by Adnan. Wafaa´s next foal will be by Sirius in
2006.

Ansata Sirius

Another mare family goes back to Ansata Meryta (Ansata
Halim Shah – JKB Masoudah). The full sisters Mzoon
and Manar El Kuwait are by Shahin. Mzoon is a 4 year
old grey, who has had a nice late 2004 filly named Mesk
Elkuwait from Hejazi. Manar is dark grey from 2002.
Although being in a little more than good condition her
trot is very impressive. In addition to these mares there
were three exciting imports from Al Rayyan in 2005
which are Ghazalah Al Rayyan (Ansata Sinan – Bint
Halim Shah, 2003), Rababa Al Rayyan (Ansata Selman –
Turkia Al Rayyan, 2004) and Leila Al Rayyan (Al Zeer Al
Rayyan – Al Wajba Al Rayyan, 2004).
The Obbeyah Om Jrees strain is beside Ghazalah Al
Rayyan represented by Alimmar Abbayah ( Abraxas
Halimaar – RXR Farah), a well balanced mare with good
Confirmation and her daughters by Shahin and Ansata
Osiron. From the Saglawieh Jedranieh strain Zeena
Elkuwait ( Ansata Osiron – Tamasani) Is representing the
Moniet El Nefous family and she impresses every visitor
with her exceptional movement. The above mentioned
Rababa Al Rayyan represents the family of Rababa –
Ikhnatoon – Roba to Rateeba (Inshass).
So with a foundation like this to start from it is very
interesting to see how the new management is going to
precede. As they are facing this task cheerfully with
much courage, energy and many ideas for improvement
expectations can be high.

Wafaa El Kuwait
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Al Arab Stud
At the KHC there are also the Arabians of her highness
Sheikha Sarah Fahed Al Sabah, member of the ruling
Family of Kuwait who started her breeding program in
2002 with a lovely group of foundation mares. She owns
Ansata Sirius pedigree full brother Ansata Osiron (Ansata
Iemhotep – Ansata Selket, 1998) and a collection of
Ansata mares (Ansata Neamet 1998 by Ansata Hejazi –
Ansata Neoma and her elegant daughter by Iemhotep,
Majesty 1992 by Halim Shah out of Malika, Semiramis
2001 by Sinan and RAS Amala 1993 by Prince Fa
Moniet out of Bint Amal), of which I´d like to mention
especially Ansata Rahmah, a lovely very feminine Ansata
KEN Ranya daughter by Hejazi. Her 2005 daughter,
Nashmiyah Al Arab by Adnan is a filly to look for in the
future. Another remarkable mare is Bashashah, an EAO
bred grey by Rashdan out of famous Bint IbtisamdaughterTee. She has an adorable daughter by Ansata
Osiron with a fascinating head and the impressive eyes
of her sire.
The black Mona A by Hafeed Anter is a typical Koheilan
with a deep body of a solid, well balanced broodmare
and was also purchased in Egypt. Since her early
childhood HH Sheikha Sarah is in love with horses, she
rides as often as possible and now decided to set up her
interesting breeding program with some noble
representatives of the most important strains and
families. What a promising group to start with !
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What strikes...
the European visitor most about Kuwaiti breeding is the
way in which the Kuwaiti breeders work together. Where
there is strong competition and sometimes even envy in
Europe there seems to be something much more like
friendship in Kuwait. Breeders meet very often to discuss
all horse matters, evaluate offspring and see newly
acquired horses (making it a kind of sport to find a
promising or rare horse and get it before the others spot
it) and in general share their love and passion in
breeding and keeping up their very own tradition of horse
breeding. In comparison to breeders in Europe, Egypt
and the US for example this is a very rare and special
phenomenon, which will hopefully last.
In consequence to this the Kuwaiti breeders do not
intend to establish shows in their country as this would
probably lead to competition and destroy the appreciated
atmosphere of today. A very wise point of view! Instead
there are plans for non competitive events like
presentations of the farms or get of sire and dam
presentations. This would certainly be wonderful to
watch. And one more good reason to come to Kuwait
again. On this first visit we didn’t see much of Kuwait City
as we were happily occupied with stud visits. Yet from
driving around and meeting people we got a good
glimpse on life in Kuwait. It gave us the impression of a
small country (only about a million Kuwaiti inhabitants
plus 1,3 million ex-patriots) with a bright future and
galloping development, where life is quite easy going, an
overall friendliness can be experienced and people are
open minded for what is going on in the rest of the world.
All in all I can only say that a visit to Kuwait is a very
enriching and memorable experience.
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As far as Arabian horse breeding is concerned Kuwait is
a perfect example for globalization. In the 80ies and
before exportations from Germany to Kuwait like Ibrahim
(by Mahomed) for example were sensational. Today it is
common that very good Arabians make their way to
Kuwait. And talking about the speed of development not
too far from now exports from Kuwait will come. Kuwait
started with the aera of Ansata Halim Shah-descendants,
Salaa El Dine, Hafid Jamil, Hanan and Lotfeia, for the
time being Hejazi is the dominating sire and it is a tricky
task for the Kuwaiti breeders to figure out how to go on
with what they have achieved so far.
Good luck and wise decisions to all!
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